Model CR “Electric Crimper”

The Model CR is a crimping machine to be used with pre-crimped (shotgun shell) style wrappers. The machine applies a tamper-proof rolled edge so coins cannot be removed without evidence of wrapper theft.

Insert the proper crimping head into the receiver, turn on power and place the open end of the pre-filled wrapper against the crimping head and lightly press until the wrapper is folded over (around 2 seconds).

- Available with (1) or (4) crimping heads of your choice. Token and foreign crimping heads available upon request.
- A Storage Rack for the crimping heads is included when ordering more than (1) crimping head.

Model CECR “Electric Counter Wrapper/Bagger & Crimper”

The Model CECR is a combination, Electric Counter (Model CE) and Crimper (Model CR). It counts, wraps and/or bags US Coins and tokens. A crimping mechanism on the side of the machine allows the operator to apply a professionally crimped seal to the open end of a pre-crimped (shotgun shell) style wrapper.

- Available with (1) or (4) crimping heads of your choice. Token and foreign crimping heads available upon request.
- A Storage Rack for the crimping heads is included when ordering more than (1) crimping head.

A “Crimper Upgrade” is available for existing Electric Counters. The “Crimper Upgrade” will add a crimping mechanism to the side of your Model CE, without affecting the function of your coin counter in any way.

Call: 1-800-356-9080 for pricing information and product specifications.